VENUE HIRE
Aberdeen Art Gallery | Cowdray Hall | Aberdeen Maritime Museum

INSPIRING SPACES
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS
Historic and contemporary, beautiful and totally unique, our
atmospheric gallery and museum spaces offer something to suit every
occasion. From intimate dinners to grand celebrations surrounded by
world class treasures of art and history, our versatile venues combine
with exceptional service to assure you and your guests of an event
to remember.
• Corporate dinners, events, entertaining, celebrations and
awards ceremonies
• Meetings and conferences
• Concerts and performances
By choosing to hold your event at one of Aberdeen Art Gallery &
Museums’ impressive venues, you are making a vital contribution to the
work that we do to safeguard the city’s collections for the benefit and
enjoyment of visitors today and for generations to come.

Contact us
To discuss your requirements for your memorable event
Email
venuehire@aagm.co.uk
Telephone
01224 523700
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ABERDEEN ART GALLERY
OVERVIEW
Named ‘Building of the Year’ by Aberdeen Society of Architects in 2020, Aberdeen Art Gallery blends
historic and contemporary architecture with outstanding works of art to stunning effect. Whether
you are hosting a seminar or a supper, there is a space to suit all tastes in this impressive, welcoming
and fully-accessible venue.

SCULPTURE COURT

LEARNING SPACE

BALCONY AND CAF� 		

GROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

LEVEL 2

Flooded with natural light, the
finest examples of historic and
contemporary sculpture from our
collections are displayed in this
magnificent central space. The
elegant Italianate colonnade and
beautiful polished marble columns
provide an unrivalled backdrop
for a range of events, from drinks
receptions to formal dinners and
fashion shows.

Our purpose-built Learning Space
is a flexible and versatile resource
which is suitable for a variety
of uses, including away-days,
workshops or conference breakout areas.

Our new top floor is the space that
really sets Aberdeen Art Gallery
apart. With stunning views over the
city skyline, your guests will enjoy a
truly memorable experience here.

GALLERIES

SEMINAR ROOM

GALLERIES 8,9,10 		

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

This flexible space off the level 2
balcony is ideally suited for
meetings, away-days, symposia
or seminars.

Reimagined for today’s visitor, the
galleries display our exceptional
collections of fine and decorative
art to maximum effect. Each gallery
has its own unique atmosphere –
arrange a visit and we can help you
choose the perfect setting for
your event.

CAFÉ
GROUND FLOOR
The stylish Café interior has been
designed by the award-winning
Hoskins Architects.

CAPACITY GUIDE
Sculpture Court

Seated dinner

Standing reception

100

200

Learning Space

40

Café

60

Galleries

80

Balcony and café

150

Seminar Room
Entire venue

Meeting

25

50
500
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SCULPTURE
COURT
GROUND FLOOR
Designed by Alexander Marshall Mackenzie,
Aberdeen Art Gallery opened in 1885. In 1905
the building was extended to accommodate
a plaster cast collection from which art
students at the new Gray’s School of Art,
at that time next door to the Art Gallery,
could practice drawing. Today’s Sculpture
Court showcases historic and contemporary
sculpture from our magnificent collection.
The elegant Italianate colonnade and
beautiful polished marble columns are now
spectacularly topped by a dramatic new
glazed roof which connects the old and new
spaces in a powerful but sensitive way and
allows natural light to flood in. This is a truly
unique backdrop for a range of events from
drinks receptions to formal dinners.

Five stars for Aberdeen Art
“
Gallery refurbishment... The
spectacular and thoughtful
refurbishment is matched by
the wonderful collection that
hangs there.
The Scotsman

”

CAPACITY GUIDE
Seated dinner

100

Standing reception

200
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GALLERIES
LEVEL 1

In the original 1885 suite of rooms to the
front of the building, Galleries 8, 9 and 10
have been re-imagined for today’s visitors
while preserving their special character.
In Gallery 8: Adorning, which looks out
onto Belmont Street, guests can admire
exquisite items of historic and contemporary
jewellery. Gallery 9: Balmoral Phenomenon
explores the royal love affair with the
majesty of Deeside. In Gallery 10: French
Impressions, captivating works by French
masters including Claude Monet and
Auguste Renoir are paired with examples by
Scottish artists such as William McTaggart.
Each gallery has its own unique atmosphere
– arrange a visit and we can help you choose
the perfect setting for your event.

A nationally important
“
regional collection of art has now
a nationally important building.
”
Aberdeen Society of Architects

CAPACITY GUIDE
Standing reception

150
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BALCONY & CAF�
LEVEL 2

The bold new roof extension by the awardwinning Hoskins Architects has created
new gallery and social space, as well
opening up stunning new views over the
city skyline for your guests to enjoy.

… an exceptional architectural
“
project and significantly one of

the most important regeneration
projects nationally in recent times.
Aberdeen Society of Architects

”

CAPACITY GUIDE
Standing reception

150
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SEMINAR ROOM
LEVEL 2

This flexible space off the Level 2 Balcony 		
is ideal for meetings, away-days, symposia 		
or seminars.

CAPACITY GUIDE
Meeting

50

Seated dinner

25
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COWDRAY HALL
Funded by a gift from Annie, Viscountess Cowdray, to
encourage ‘a taste for art and music in the City of Aberdeen’,
the elegant Cowdray Hall is renowned for its superb acoustic.
It can be configured for a range of events, from concerts to
conferences. Two Green Rooms provide comfortable backstage accommodation for performers. Refreshments can be
offered in the Café or in the Sculpture Court.

The redevelopment of the Art Gallery and
“
Cowdray Hall is just incredibly inspiring. It’s

a building for all of us to enjoy… the whole
energy of it is hugely exciting.			

”

Dame Evelyn Glennie

CAPACITY GUIDE
Theatre

230

Standing reception

200
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CAF�

LEARNING SPACE

The stylish café area can be used for small-scale receptions or as part of
a larger event in the Gallery or Cowdray Hall.

Our flexible Learning Space is suitable for a variety of uses, including
away-days, workshops or conference break-out sessions.

GROUND FLOOR

CAPACITY GUIDE
Standing reception

GROUND FLOOR

CAPACITY GUIDE
60

Meeting

40
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ABERDEEN
MARITIME MUSEUM
OVERVIEW
Close to the harbour and transport links, this popular
venue combines the modern museum with the
atmospheric architecture of the 16th-century Provost
Ross’s House. Aberdeen Maritime Museum tells the
compelling story of the city’s long and often dramatic
relationship with the sea, from the earliest days of
fishing and shipbuilding to the discovery of North
Sea oil. The top floor Harbour Gallery, with its great
views over the busy port, is the perfect backdrop
for entertaining. Our education Suite is equipped for
meetings, conferences and talks. Begin your voyage
towards an unforgettable event today – contact us to
arrange a visit.

CAPACITY GUIDE

Education
Suite

Theatre

60

Standing reception
Meeting

Entire
Museum

200
30
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The feedback from colleagues [on our away“
day] has been extremely positive. The facility at

the Maritime Museum is an excellent one and is
a great boon for the City of Aberdeen.			
Marine Scotland

”
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INSPIRING VENUES
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS
CAPACITY GUIDE
ABERDEEN ART GALLERY
Theatre
Sculpture Court

Seated Dinner Standing Reception
100

200

Learning Space

40

Café

60

Galleries

80

Balcony and café

150

Seminar Room
Cowdray Hall

Meeting

25
230

Entire venue

50
200
500

Contact us
To discuss your requirements for your memorable event

ABERDEEN MARITIME MUSEUM
Education Suite
Entire venue

60

30
200
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Email
venuehire@aagm.co.uk
Telephone
01224 523700
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